








Good morning Board members and Somerset Executives, my name is Lizz Esparza and I asked Mrs. 
Thompson to read my public statement due to my personal timing conflict of the meeting. As a mother 
of five grade-schoolers the 7:00 am meeting is being held at the busiest time of my household, but I 
assure you that I will be present via the phone call meeting option. 
  
I would like to provide you with some background information of my family to give you a glimpse as to 
why I am making a public statement at this meeting. My family has been a part of the Somerset North 
Las Vegas campus for four years with four children currently attending the campus in the 8th, 6th, 2nd, 
and 1st grade with a kindergartener joining the Somerset family this coming new school year. I been 
involved and contributing to the NLV campus by serving as a PTO (Derby) Executive Board Member for 
past three years.  This opportunity has allowed me to interact with parents, teachers, staff, and 
administrators around our campus. During this time, I been working under the direction of each of the 
lovely ladies who served as the principal; half a year with Mrs. Mayfield, a few months with Mrs. Rice, 
over a year with Mrs. Martinez, and for the last couple of months with Mrs. Pendleton alongside with 
Ms. Threeton (vice principal). This has allowed me the opportunity to build relationships with each of 
the ladies by not only making memorable memories, but by being able to value and appreciate each of 
their abilities. It is remarkable that in such a short time the campus has had the pleasure to hold these 
many principals. 
In the last two and half years the campus has had five principals, interim principal, and vice principal 
adjustments which leads me to share my thoughts about this topic, specially of all the position 
adjustments done in this short period of time.   
As individuals and professionals we all go through a learning curve; from learning to communicate, 
transition, and progressing into becoming more proficient all due to the wisdom absorbed through time. 
When there is a new appointed principal their learning curve begins by going through asserts and 
mistakes, but all while building upon their experiences and continuously developing within their 
leadership positon through regularity and longevity. 
  
Now that you are starting the process to appoint a new principal for our campus, I appeal to you in two 
main focusses: 
  
First, I can tell you that Mrs. Threeton has become part of the Stallions family by earning our respect, 
admiration, and our hearts. In this short period of time she shown tremendous effort and love for the 
people in our campus. She is a great leader who you can see constantly around the campus, there is not 
too little or too big situation she isn’t willing to address; she is courteous and professional with everyone 
while maintaining a high volume of discipline and well oriented leadership; we as part of the PTO spend 
many hours around our campus every week, I absolutely know that every time I come in to the campus 
she will be taking care of students, helping teachers, mentoring staff, attending classrooms, etc; needs 
are requested on a professional way and in with quick timeframe. I, personally would love to see Ms. 
Threeton becoming our new Principal. 
  
Second, I plea to you!, please let us enjoy of who you choose to be our principal!, even when some 
mistakes are made, I can guarantee you that it is just the process of getting polish and becoming a great 
leader, give her/him time to learn, to repeat and repeat the same events throughout the years and 
develop its great potential. North Las Vegas needs a leader who can have a carrier in on our campus and 
I am sure Christina Threeton is that person. 
 
Respectfully, 
Lizz Esparza 


